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Modern Wall-Mount Fireplaces



simplifire.com

LED Backlighting
Fourteen LED colors backlight each model, 
rotating or remaining constant— you 
control the style and enhance the ambiance 
(Backlighting on the 38-inch model appears on 
sides of unit only.)

Sleek and Slender
The 38-inch model comes with a stand. Mount 
it on the wall, or just set it down and plug it in. 

Create a distinct contemporary look, providing an instant upgrade to any 
space, with or without the heat. Simply hang these units on the wall and 
plug them in. Available in two sizes, each with standard multi-colored LED 
backlighting to accent any décor.

Modern Style Made Easy 

Features
• 100% efficient- costs just pennies an hour to operate—use with  

or without heat
• Mulitple sizes allow limitless placement options, the 38-inch model 

includes a stand for optional tabletop use
• Efficient LED flame and perimeter light technology means the  

bulbs never need to be changed
• All models have 14 color LED perimeter backlighting to accent  

any décor; backlighting on 38-inch model appears on sides only
• Intuitive, multi-function remote included with all SimpliFire  

wall-mount fireplaces allows flame, backlight, and heat control 
• 4,800 BTU variable heat output is perfect for zone heating your space
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Flexible Comfort
Customize every fireside experience, with heat 
and flame intensity adjustments, and orange or
blue flame colors.

Multi-Function Remote
Quickly and easily set the mood. Intuitive 
multi-function remote controls come standard.  

Model
BTU/Hour 

Output
(A)

Width
(B)

Front Height 
 (C)

Back Height
(D)

Depth

38" Linear Wall-Mount
SF-WMS38

4,800 37-3/4"
18"

20-3/4"  
w/ Stand

13-3/4" 4-1/2"

58" Linear Wall-Mount
SF-WM58

4,800 58-1/4" 26-3/8" 20-1/4" 6"
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Front View Side View Side view dimensions include mounting bracket. 

Dimensions above are in inches. Reference 
dimensions only. We recommend measuring 
individual units at installation. Refer to installation 
manual for detailed specifications on installing 
this product. SimpliFire reserves the right to update 
units periodically. Pictures in this brochure are not 
a true representation of the fireplace and/or flames.

Specifications & Dimensions
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38-Inch Linear Wall-Mount 58-Inch Linear Wall-Mount


